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Most discussions of the Uniformitarian Assumption in linguistics (Labov 1972; Lass 1997;
Newmeyer 2002; Janda & Joseph 2003) stress that the Uniformitarian Assumption relates to
the time-independence of the historical processes undergone by languages. However, it is also
the case that linguists regularly make inferences about markedness, naturalness, or learnability
on the basis of present-day distributions, particularly the cross-linguistic frequency of linguistic
properties. We call this the Implicit Uniformitarian Assumption, according to which theories
of grammar can be based on present-day distributions. This, in turn, seems to be founded
on what Lass (1997: 29) has called the Uniform Probabilities Principle: ‘The (global, cross-
linguistic) likelihood of any linguistic state of affairs (structure, inventory, process, etc.) has
always been roughly the same as it is now.’
In this talk, we explore the contribution of event-based factors (Bickel 2015) in shaping

present-day distributions in sound systems. Our study is based on the comparison of two large-
scale databases: PHOIBLE (Moran et al. 2014), for present-day distributions, and segbo, a
new world survey of phonological segment borrowing. At present, this survey includes over
1600 events of phonological segment borrowing in a large sample of the world’s languages (492
borrowing languages, 228 donor languages).
The main focus of this talk is the question: what is the contribution of phonological

segment borrowing to the present-day distribution of segments in phonological
inventories? The main hypothesis to be explored is that the present-day distribution of
sound patterns differs from the distribution of sound patterns in the world’s languages around
500–1000 years before present and that the difference can be attributed, at least in part,
to event-based triggers, i.e., the contingencies of human history that brought languages into
contact with each other.
Our data points to the possibility that pre-contact phonological inventories showed greater

areal specificity, both at a macro-level (i.e., roughly continent-sized areas) and at a micro-
level (i.e., of what are commonly thought of as linguistic areas, e.g., the Andes, South Asia,
or Western Europe). For example, one of the characteristics of African phonological systems
is the paucity of voiceless labial stops; we find that such segments, in Africa, are likely to
have been borrowed. Furthermore, labiodentals, despite their high frequency in present-day
distributions, have been argued to be evolutionary latecomers to human phonological systems.
We find that labiodentals are in fact often the result of relatively recent borrowing events (Blasi
et al. 2019), which pushes the dating of their typological frequency to even more recent times.



We also highlight several crucial methodological issues that emerge from a dense worldwide
sample of borrowed sounds. The first is data sparsity: even with nearly 500 languages, our
conclusions are still based on a convenience sample, and as such, we must consider confounds
such as genealogical relatedness and gaps in geographical coverage. The second is the theo-
retical distinction between borrowability and empirical frequency of borrowing: some
sounds are unlikely to be borrowed because they are extremely common, on the one hand,
or extremely rare, on the other. For example, interdental and lateral fricatives are rarely
borrowed, but this has to be considered in light of their overall rarity in the world’s languages.
Furthermore, frequency of borrowing must be considered both at global and at areal levels,
and in light of events of human history: for example, it is likely that at least some of the
highly-borrowed sounds in each of the macro-areas reflect sounds that were introduced by
relatively late-arriving speech populations originating from outside the area.
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